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(57) The present disclosure provides a management
method for software versions which prevents falsification
of information under management. In the management
method, a first management apparatus among manage-
ment apparatuses receives transaction data from an ap-
paratus connected through a network to the first man-
agement apparatus, the transaction data including first
information on a first version of software, second infor-
mation on a second version of the software subjected to

version upgrade from the first version by a software de-
veloper, identification information of the software devel-
oper, and an electronic signature (S124). The first man-
agement apparatus validates legitimacy of the transac-
tion data using the electronic signature included in the
transaction data received (S114). When the transaction
data is legitimate, the management apparatuses store
the transaction data in distributed ledgers (S115).
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Description

FIELD

[0001] The present disclosure relates to management
methods, management apparatuses, and programs.

BACKGROUND

[0002] In management systems which manage soft-
ware, the version information indicating versions of soft-
ware developed by software developers is managed
along with the identification information of the software
developer (for example, see PTL 1).

CITATION LIST

PATENT LITERATURE

[0003] PTL 1: Japanese Unexamined Patent Applica-
tion Publication No. 2014-203352

SUMMARY

TECHNICAL PROBLEM

[0004] Unfortunately, traditional management sys-
tems have difficulties in preventing the falsification of the
information under management by management serv-
ers.
[0005] An object of the present disclosure is to provide
a management method for software versions which pre-
vents the falsification of the information under manage-
ment.

SOLUTION TO PROBLEM

[0006] A management method according to one as-
pect of the present disclosure is a management method
for software versions, the management method to be ex-
ecuted by a version management system, the manage-
ment method including: receiving, by a first management
apparatus among management apparatuses which are
included in the version management system and have
distributed ledgers, transaction data from an apparatus
connected through a network to the first management
apparatus, the transaction data including first information
on a first version of software, second information on a
second version of the software subjected to version up-
grade from the first version by a software developer, iden-
tification information of the software developer, and an
electronic signature; validating, by the first management
apparatus, legitimacy of the transaction data using the
electronic signature included in the transaction data re-
ceived; and storing, by each of the management appa-
ratuses, the transaction data in a corresponding distrib-
uted ledger among the distributed ledgers when the
transaction data is legitimate.

[0007] These comprehensive or specific aspects may
be implemented with systems, methods, integrated cir-
cuits, computer programs, or recording media such as
computer-readable CD-ROMs, or may be implemented
with any combination of systems, methods, integrated
circuits, computer programs, and recording media.

ADVANTAGEOUS EFFECT

[0008] The present disclosure provides a management
method for software versions to prevent falsification of
information under management.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[0009]

FIG. 1 is a diagram illustrating a version series of
software in agile development.
FIG. 2 is a diagram illustrating transmission and re-
ception of a token in the agile development.
FIG. 3 is a diagram illustrating a configuration of a
management system according to Embodiment 1.
FIG. 4 is a block diagram illustrating a configuration
of a storage server according to Embodiment 1.
FIG. 5 is a block diagram illustrating a configuration
of a development apparatus according to Embodi-
ment 1.
FIG. 6 is a block diagram illustrating a configuration
of a management apparatus according to Embodi-
ment 1.
FIG. 7 is a diagram illustrating a first example of
transaction data according to Embodiment 1.
FIG. 8 is a diagram illustrating a second example of
transaction data according to Embodiment 1.
FIG. 9 is a diagram illustrating a third example of
transaction data according to Embodiment 1.
FIG. 10 is a diagram illustrating an example of trans-
action data stored in a blockchain according to Em-
bodiment 1.
FIG. 11 is a sequence diagram illustrating first
processing in the management system according to
Embodiment 1.
FIG. 12 is a sequence diagram illustrating second
processing in the management system according to
Embodiment 1.
FIG. 13 is a diagram illustrating branching of a ver-
sion series according to Embodiment 2.
FIG. 14 is a diagram illustrating a configuration of a
management system according to Embodiment 2.
FIG. 15 is a block diagram illustrating a configuration
of a control apparatus according to Embodiment 2.
FIG. 16 is a block diagram illustrating a configuration
of a management apparatus according to Embodi-
ment 2.
FIG. 17 is a first diagram illustrating transaction data
stored in a blockchain according to Embodiment 2.
FIG. 18 is a second diagram illustrating transaction
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data stored in the blockchain according to Embodi-
ment 2.
FIG. 19 is a sequence diagram illustrating process-
ing in the management system according to Embod-
iment 2.
FIG. 20 is a diagram illustrating an example of trans-
action data according to Embodiment 2.
FIG. 21 is a flowchart illustrating processing related
with a version series included in a consensus algo-
rithm according to Embodiment 2.
FIG. 22 is a diagram illustrating removal of a version
series according to Embodiment 3.
FIG. 23 is a block diagram illustrating a configuration
of a control apparatus according to Embodiment 3.
FIG. 24 is a block diagram illustrating a configuration
of a management apparatus according to Embodi-
ment 3.
FIG. 25 is a diagram illustrating an example of trans-
action data according to Embodiment 3.
FIG. 26 is a diagram illustrating transaction data
stored in a blockchain according to Embodiment 3.
FIG. 27 is a diagram illustrating information managed
by a state manager according to Embodiment 3.
FIG. 28 is a sequence diagram illustrating process-
ing in the management system according to Embod-
iment 3.
FIG. 29 is a diagram illustrating a data structure of
a blockchain.
FIG. 30 is a diagram illustrating a data structure of
transaction data.

DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS

(Underlying Knowledge Forming Basis of the Present 
Disclosure)

[0010] The present inventor has found that the follow-
ing problem occurs in the development of software de-
scribed in "BACKGROUND".
[0011] The software is developed by agile develop-
ment in which not only software developing companies
but also many unspecified software developers partici-
pate. Such a form of development may generate a variety
of version series by improving the software by a large
number of software developers.
[0012] In a management system which manages soft-
ware, the version information indicating versions of soft-
ware developed by the software developers are man-
aged along with the identification information of the soft-
ware developers (for example, see PTL 1).
[0013] Here, the version information has a role to
uniquely specify the version of the software. The identi-
fication information of the software developer may be
used to provide a reward the software developer about
the development of a new version of the software.
[0014] Unfortunately, traditional management sys-
tems have difficulties in preventing the falsification of the
version information of a program managed by a manage-

ment server or the identification information of the soft-
ware developer.
[0015] Accordingly, the present disclosure provides a
management method of preventing the falsification of the
information under management.
[0016] The management method according to one as-
pect the present disclosure is a management method for
software versions, the management method to be exe-
cuted by a version management system, the manage-
ment method including: receiving, by a first management
apparatus among management apparatuses which are
included in the version management system and have
distributed ledgers, transaction data from an apparatus
connected through a network to the first management
apparatus, the transaction data including first information
on a first version of software, second information on a
second version of the software subjected to version up-
grade from the first version by a software developer, iden-
tification information of the software developer, and an
electronic signature; validating, by the first management
apparatus, legitimacy of the transaction data using the
electronic signature included in the transaction data re-
ceived; and storing, by each of the management appa-
ratuses, the transaction data in a corresponding distrib-
uted ledger among the distributed ledgers when the
transaction data is legitimate.
[0017] According to the aspect above, the information
on the software developer who has updated the version
of the software is managed by the distributed ledger. The
distributed ledger is advantageous in obstructing the fal-
sification of the possessed information and in reducing
influences by system failures. Accordingly, the manage-
ment method above can prevent the falsification of the
information under management.
[0018] For example, the second information may in-
clude a version number of the second version. The man-
agement method may further include: transmitting a new
version number to the apparatus as the version number
of the second version when a request to issue the version
number of the second version has been received from
the apparatus before the receiving; and receiving trans-
action data including, as the second information, the new
version number transmitted to the apparatus in the re-
ceiving.
[0019] According to the aspect above, the version
number of the new version is issued, and the information
on the software developer of the new version is managed
in correspondence with the issued version number. Fail-
ures such as duplication of the version number may occur
when the version number is assigned by an apparatus
different from the version management system. The
management method according to the present disclosure
can prevent such failures of the version number and pre-
vent the falsification of the information under manage-
ment.
[0020] For example, the first information may include
a version number of the first version, and the second
information may include a hash value of the second ver-
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sion and the version number of the second version.
[0021] According to the aspect above, the prevention
in falsification of the information under management can
be further facilitated using the version number of the first
version, the hash value of the second version, and the
version number of the second version.
[0022] For example, the first information may include
a hash value of the first version, and the second infor-
mation may include a hash value of the second version.
[0023] According to the aspect above, the prevention
in falsification of the information under management can
be further facilitated using the hash value of the first ver-
sion and the hash value of the second version.
[0024] For example, the first information may include
a hash value of the first version, and the second infor-
mation may include a hash value of a difference between
the first version and the second version.
[0025] According to the aspect above, the prevention
in falsification of the information under management can
be further facilitated using the hash value of the first ver-
sion and the hash value of the difference between the
first version and the second version.
[0026] For example, the apparatus may possess loca-
tion information indicating a location where the second
version is stored. In the management method, transac-
tion data including the location information may be re-
ceived in the receiving.
[0027] According to the aspect above, the information
indicating the location where the software of the second
version is stored is stored in the distributed ledger togeth-
er with the information on the software developer. Ac-
cordingly, further, the falsification of the information un-
der management can be prevented while the falsification
of the information on the location where the second ver-
sion is stored is also prevented.
[0028] For example, in the management method, when
a second version series of the software is branched from
a first version series of the software, a new distributed
ledger having one or more versions including at least the
latest version of the first version series as one or more
versions of the second version series may be generated,
and the management apparatuses may have the new
distributed ledger.
[0029] According to the aspect above, the distributed
ledgers corresponding to several version series are man-
aged, and a distributed ledger corresponding to a new
series is generated during branching of the version se-
ries. When a large number of version upgrades are per-
formed in one series, the information corresponding to
those version upgrades may be obtained when the infor-
mation such as the history of version upgrade is obtained,
increasing the processing load. In such a case, the ver-
sion series is branched, and the new version series is
managed by the new distributed ledger, thereby reducing
the information such as the history of version upgrade
and preventing the increase in processing load.
[0030] For example, in the receiving, it may be speci-
fied whether the transaction data is derived from the first

version series or the second version series, and the trans-
action data received may be stored in a distributed ledger
corresponding to a version series corresponding to the
transaction data specified, among the first version series
and the second version series.
[0031] According to the aspect above, when several
version series are managed according to several distrib-
uted ledgers, the version series to which the transaction
data belongs can be specified, and the transaction data
can be managed according to its appropriate distributed
ledger.
[0032] For example, the management method may fur-
ther include: generating transaction data indicating re-
moval of one version series when removing the one ver-
sion, and storing the transaction data generated in a dis-
tributed ledger corresponding to the one version series.
[0033] According to the aspect above, the version se-
ries can be appropriately removed using the predeter-
mined transaction data. Accordingly, the prevention in
falsification of the information under management can
be further facilitated, and further, the removal of the ver-
sion series is implemented.
[0034] For example, the management method may fur-
ther include providing a token to the software developer
with reference to the transaction data stored in the dis-
tributed ledger.
[0035] According to the aspect above, a token is pro-
vided to the software developer of the new version based
on the transaction data so far. Because the falsification
of the transaction data stored in the distributed ledger is
difficult, provision of the token to an inappropriate person
who spoofs the software developer can be prevented.
Thus, the falsification of the information under manage-
ment can be prevented, preventing inappropriate provi-
sion of the token.
[0036] For example, the distributed ledgers may be
blockchains, and when the transaction data is legitimate,
the management apparatuses may store the transaction
data in the blockchains.
[0037] According to the aspect above, the prevention
in falsification of the information under management can
be further facilitated by using blockchains as distributed
ledgers by management apparatuses.
[0038] A management apparatus according to one as-
pect of the present disclosure is a first management ap-
paratus among management apparatuses which are in-
cluded in a version management system for managing
software versions and have distributed ledgers. The
management apparatus includes: a transaction validator
which receives transaction data from an apparatus con-
nected through a network to the first management appa-
ratus, the transaction data including first information on
a first version of software, second information on a sec-
ond version of the software subjected to version upgrade
from the first version by a software developer, identifica-
tion information of the software developer, and an elec-
tronic signature, and validates legitimacy of the transac-
tion data using the electronic signature included in the
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transaction data received; and a ledger manager which
stores the transaction data in the distributed ledgers
when the transaction data is legitimate.
[0039] Such a configuration achieves the same effect
as that in the management method.
[0040] A management apparatus according to one as-
pect of the present disclosure is a program for operating
a computer as a first management apparatus among
management apparatuses which are included in a ver-
sion management system for managing software ver-
sions and have distributed ledgers. The program in-
cludes: receiving transaction data from an apparatus
connected through a network to the first management
apparatus, the transaction data including first information
on a first version of software, second information on a
second version of the software subjected to version up-
grade from the first version by a software developer, iden-
tification information of the software developer, and an
electronic signature; validating legitimacy of the transac-
tion data using the electronic signature included in the
transaction data received; and storing the transaction da-
ta in the distributed ledgers when the transaction data is
legitimate.
[0041] Such a configuration achieves the same effect
as that in the management method above.
[0042] These comprehensive or specific aspects may
be implemented with systems, methods, integrated cir-
cuits, computer programs, or recording media such as
computer-readable CD-ROMs, or may be implemented
with any combination of systems, methods, integrated
circuits, computer programs, or recording media.
[0043] Embodiments will now be specifically described
with reference to the drawings.
[0044] The embodiments described below all are com-
prehensively or specifically illustrative. Numeric values,
shapes, materials, components, arrangements, posi-
tions, and connection forms thereof, steps, order of steps,
and the like described in the following embodiments are
exemplary, and should not be construed as limitative to
the present disclosure. Among the components of the
embodiments below, the components not described in
an independent claim representing the most superordi-
nate concept of the present disclosure are described as
arbitrary components.

(Embodiment 1)

[0045] In the present embodiment, a management
method for software versions will be described, which
prevents the falsification of the information under man-
agement. Here, the software is, for example, software
which is installed in a home appliance (such as a laundry
machine, an air conditioner, a refrigerator, or a television
set) to control the operation of the home appliance and
demonstrate the function of the home appliance.
[0046] FIG. 1 is a diagram illustrating a version series
of software in agile development.
[0047] As illustrated in FIG. 1, in the agile development,

a software development company (Z Company) devel-
ops a first version, i.e., version 1 (represented as "Ver1"
in the drawing, the same applies below), and provides
Ver1 to the community of software developers. Based on
the software of version 1 provided, the software devel-
opers belonging to the community then perform devel-
opment to generate a variety of version series. Different
software programs having different functions are devel-
oped in the version series, for example. The version se-
ries is represented as series 1A in FIG. 1. The version
series includes one or more versions.
[0048] As illustrated in FIG. 1, based on the software
of version 1, version 1.A1 is generated through the de-
velopment by software developer A, version 1.B1 is gen-
erated through the development by software developer
B, and version 1.C1 is generated through the develop-
ment by software developer C.
[0049] Further development may be performed based
on these versions. For example, version 1.A2 is devel-
oped based on version 1.A1, and version 1.A3 is devel-
oped based on version 1.A2. Version 1.B2 is developed
based on version 1.B1. Based on version 1.C1, software
developers D and E develop versions 1.C1.D1 and
1.C1.E1 as version series.
[0050] Here, the versions of and after version 1.A1 (i.e.,
version 1.A1 and versions 1.A2 and 1.A3 which are ver-
sions developed based on version 1.A1) are referred to
as series 1A. Similarly, the versions of and after version
1.B1 are referred to as series 1B. Version 1.C1 is referred
to as series 1C, version 1.C1.D1 is referred to as series
1D, and version 1.C1.E1 is referred to as series 1E. The
series including version 1 and all the versions of series
1A to 1E is referred to as series 1 in some cases.
[0051] As described above, in the agile development,
software developers different from the software develop-
ment company develop software based on the software
provided by the software development company (Z Com-
pany), generating several version series.
[0052] Among these versions, a version which a user
desires is provided to the user. For example, the latest
version of the version series having the functions which
the user desires is provided to the user.
[0053] FIG. 2 is a diagram illustrating transmission and
reception of a token in the agile development. Here, the
token represents a concept corresponding to a profit or
value, and may be possessed and transferred by a per-
son (natural person) or a manufacturer (legal person). In
the agile development, the development of the software
is advanced by appropriately transferring tokens be-
tween a software developer, a general user, and a man-
ufacturer.
[0054] For example, the general user receives the soft-
ware provided by the software developer. The user op-
erates the home appliance by operating the software on
the home appliance possessed by the user. The general
user provides a token to the software developer in ex-
change for the software provided.
[0055] The general user provides the data of the prod-
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uct, which is obtained when the home appliance having
the software installed therein is operated, to the manu-
facturer, and receives a token in exchange for the data.
[0056] Here, the token is directly transferred between
the general user and the software developer without the
manufacturer interposed therebetween. When such
transfer of the token occurs, the identification information
of the software developer under management may be
falsified for the purpose of dishonestly obtaining a profit
or impairing profits of others in some cases. The falsified
identification information enables the following behav-
iors: A malicious person may spoof the software devel-
oper to receive the token, or may spoof another person
to provide malicious software and damage the reputation
of the software developer.
[0057] The management system according to the
present embodiment aims at preventing the falsification
of information under management.
[0058] FIG. 3 is a diagram illustrating a configuration
of management system 1 according to Embodiment 1.
[0059] As illustrated in FIG. 3, management system 1
includes management apparatuses 10A, 10B, and 10C,
development apparatuses 20A, 20B, and 20C, and stor-
age server 30. These apparatuses are communicably
connected to each other through network N.
[0060] Management apparatuses 10A, 10B, and 10C
(also referred to as management apparatuses 10A and
others) are management apparatuses which manage the
information on the versions of software by computers.
Although an example of three management apparatuses
10A and others will be described, the number of man-
agement apparatuses may be two or more. Management
apparatuses 10A and others are communicably connect-
ed to each other. Management apparatuses 10A and oth-
ers each correspond to a first management apparatus.
Although management apparatus 10A is used as a rep-
resentative of management apparatuses 10A and others
in the following description in some cases, the same also
applies to other management apparatuses 10B and 10C.
Management apparatuses 10A and others can also com-
municate through network N.
[0061] Management apparatuses 10A and others each
have a distributed ledger for managing the information
on the version of software. Management apparatuses
10A and others update the distributed ledgers of their
own while synchronizing with each other through com-
munication. When one of management apparatuses 10A
and others obtains the information on a new version from
one of development apparatuses 20A and others, man-
agement apparatuses 10A and others each have a copy
of the obtained information. In general, the distributed
ledger is advantageous in obstructing the falsification of
the possessed information and in reducing influences by
the system failures.
[0062] Development apparatuses 20A, 20B, and 20C
(also referred to as development apparatuses 20A and
others) are computers used by a software developer of
the software, and each independently operate. Although

an example of three development apparatuses 20A and
others will be described, the number of development ap-
paratuses may be one or more. Although development
apparatus 20A is used as a representative of develop-
ment apparatuses 20A and others in the following de-
scription, the same also applies to other development
apparatus 20B and 20C.
[0063] The software developer develops a new version
of the software using development apparatus 20A, and
transmits the developed software of the new version to
storage server 30 to store the software in storage server
30. Development apparatus 20A also transmits the infor-
mation on the new version developed by the software
developer through network N to one of management ap-
paratuses 10A and others.
[0064] Storage server 30 is a computer which stores
the software. Storage server 30 stores one or more ver-
sions of the software in a memory device.
[0065] Network N is a communication line which com-
municably connects management apparatuses 10A and
others, development apparatus 20A, and storage server
30 to each other. Any communication line can be used.
Any combination of wired networks with wireless net-
works may be used. Network N may partially include the
Internet.
[0066] Storage server 30, development apparatuses
20A and others, and management apparatuses 10A and
others will now be described in more detail.
[0067] FIG. 4 is a block diagram of a configuration of
storage server 30 according to the present embodiment.
[0068] As illustrated in FIG. 4, storage server 30 in-
cludes communicator 31, storage 32, publisher 33, and
memory device 34. The functions of storage server 30
can be implemented by a processor which executes a
predetermined program using a memory.
[0069] Communicator 31 is a communication interface
device connected to network N. Storage server 30 can
communicate with development apparatus 20A through
communicator 31.
[0070] Storage 32 is a processor which stores the soft-
ware using memory device 34. Storage 32 obtains the
software of the new version from development apparatus
20A through communicator 31, and stores the obtained
software in memory device 34. Storage 32 also reads
the software stored in memory device 34 in response to
a request from a user.
[0071] Publisher 33 is a processor which publishes lo-
cation information indicating the location where the soft-
ware is stored. In the case where storage 32 stores the
software in memory device 34, publisher 33 obtains the
information indicating the location where the software is
stored, and generates and publishes the location infor-
mation indicating the location. Publisher 33 notifies de-
velopment apparatus 20A of the generated location in-
formation.
[0072] The location information is, for example, a uni-
form resource locator (URL) indicating a position on the
Internet of an electric file related with the software in
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memory device 34. This case will now be described below
as an example. The URL includes the information of the
path indicating the location in memory device 34 and the
file name, and the host name of storage server 30, for
example.
[0073] Memory device 34 is a memory device in which
the software is stored. Memory device 34 stores one or
more versions of the software. The software is stored in
memory device 34 by storage 32, and is read therefrom
by storage 32.
[0074] FIG. 5 is a block diagram illustrating a configu-
ration of development apparatus 20A according to the
present embodiment. Development apparatuses 20B
and 20C also have the same configuration, and each
independently operate.
[0075] As illustrated in FIG. 5, development apparatus
20A includes communicator 21, developer 22, transac-
tion generator 23, and memory device 24. The functions
of development apparatus 20A can be implemented by
a processor which executes a predetermined program
using a memory.
[0076] Communicator 21 is a communication interface
device connected to network N. Development apparatus
20A can communicate with storage server 30 and man-
agement apparatus 10A through communicator 21.
[0077] Developer 22 is a processor which generates a
new version of the software developed by the software
developer based on the operation by a user or the func-
tion of a tool for developing software. Developer 22 spe-
cifically has software (or program or program codes) of
a version (corresponding to a first version) underlying the
development of the software, and generates a new ver-
sion (corresponding to second version) of the software
based on the possessed software. Thus, the software
developer develops the new version of the software using
development apparatus 20A (specifically, developer 22).
The development of the new version is also referred to
as version upgrade. Developer 22 transmits the devel-
oped software of the new version through communicator
21 to storage server 30 to store the software in storage
server. At this time, storage server 30 (specifically, pub-
lisher 33) notifies developer 22 of the URL indicating the
location of the software stored in storage server 30.
[0078] Transaction generator 23 is a processor which
generates transaction data including the information on
the version of the software. The transaction data includes
at least information on a first version of the software (cor-
responding to first information), information on a second
version obtained through version upgrade of the first ver-
sion by the software developer (corresponding to second
information), a software developer ID as an identification
information of the software developer, and the electronic
signature of the software developer. The electronic sig-
nature of the software developer is generated from the
information included in the transaction data through en-
cryption with the private key of the software developer.
The identification information of the software developer
and the private key thereof can be obtained by reading

these from memory device 24 by transaction generator
23. Transaction generator 23 transmits the generated
transaction data through communicator 21 to manage-
ment apparatus 10A.
[0079] Transaction generator 23 also generates a re-
quest to issue a new version number, and transmits the
request to management apparatus 10A. Transaction
generator 23 receives the notification of the new version
number in reply.
[0080] Memory device 24 is a memory device which
stores the information on the software developer and the
information on the software. The information on the soft-
ware developer includes a software developer ID as the
identification information of the software developer, and
key information of the software developer (including the
private key). The software developer ID is information
which enables unique identification of the software de-
veloper. The information on the software includes a body
of software, and the URL indicating the location in storage
server 30 where the software is stored. Here, the body
of software indicates a software program, and is simply
represented as "software" in FIG. 5. The body of software
stored in memory device 24 is read by developer 22. The
software developer ID, the key information, and the URL
stored in memory device 24 are read by transaction gen-
erator 23.
[0081] FIG. 6 is a block diagram illustrating a configu-
ration of management apparatus 10A according to the
present embodiment.
[0082] As illustrated in FIG. 6, management apparatus
10A includes communicator 11, number manager 12,
transaction validator 13, ledger manager 14, and token
manager 16. The functions included in management ap-
paratus 10A can be implemented by a processor which
executes a predetermined program using a memory.
[0083] Communicator 11 is a communication interface
device connected to network N. Management apparatus
10A can communicate with development apparatus 20A
and other management apparatuses 10B and 10C
through communicator 11.
[0084] Number manager 12 is a processor which man-
ages the version number of the version of the software.
When receiving a request to issue a new version number
of the software from development apparatus 20A,
number manager 12 issues the new version number ac-
cording to the request, and notifies development appa-
ratus 20A of the request. Among the versions currently
possessed, number manager 12 issues a version
number advanced from the version number of the latest
version. In the case where the version has several series,
number manager 12 receives a request to issue a new
version number for each series, and issues a version
number for each series.
[0085] Here, the version number is set according to
predetermined rules. For example, the version number
is set using numeric values such that a more advanced
version (that is, a version more repeatedly subjected to
version upgrade) has a greater numeric value. At this
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time, letters may also be used in combination with nu-
meric values. Here, an example where the version series
is represented with letters will be illustrated. In other
words, the versions included in series 1A developed
based on the first version, i.e., version 1 are referred to
as version 1.A1, version 1.A2, version 1.A3, and the like.
The versions included in series 1B developed based on
version 1 separately from series 1A are referred to as
version 1.B1, version 1.B2, and the like.
[0086] Transaction validator 13 is a processor which
validates the legitimacy of the transaction data. Trans-
action validator 13 receives the transaction data through
communicator 11 from development apparatus 20A. The
transaction data to be received includes first information
on the first version of the software, second information
on the second version of the software obtained through
version upgrade of the first version by the software de-
veloper, the identification information of the software de-
veloper, and the electronic signature of the software de-
veloper. When receiving the transaction data, transaction
validator 13 validates the legitimacy of the transaction
data using the electronic signature included in the re-
ceived transaction data. The legitimacy of the transaction
data is validated using the information included in the
transaction data and the public key of the software de-
veloper to determine the legitimacy of the transaction da-
ta. More specifically, it is determined that the transaction
data is surely generated by development apparatus 20A
and the transaction data has not been falsified from the
generation. The validation of the legitimacy of the trans-
action data is also simply referred to as validation of the
transaction data.
[0087] The transaction data received by transaction
validator 13 may include a new version number notified
by number manager 12.
[0088] The transaction data received by transaction
validator 13 may further include the URL or location in-
formation of the software of the new version.
[0089] Ledger manager 14 is a processor which man-
ages the distributed ledger for managing the versions of
software. Although an example where the distributed
ledger is blockchain 15 will be described here, another
type of distributed ledger (such as IOTA or a hashgraph)
may also be used.
[0090] In the case where transaction validator 13 val-
idates the transaction data, ledger manager 14 synchro-
nizes the transaction data through the transmission of
the transaction data to other management apparatuses
10B and 10C. Ledger manager 14 then executes a con-
sensus algorithm between management apparatus 10A
and other management apparatuses 10B and 10C. In
the case where an agreement is generated by the con-
sensus algorithm, a block including the transaction data
is generated, and the generated block is stored in block-
chain 15.
[0091] Although one example of consensus algorithms
is Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerance (PBFT), any other
consensus algorithms such as Proof of Work (PoW) or

Proof of Stake (PoS) may also be used.
[0092] Token manager 16 is a processor which man-
ages tokens possessed by the user and the software
developer. Token manager 16 provides a token to the
software developer with reference to the transaction data
stored in blockchain 15. Token manager 16 may use
blockchains for management of tokens.
[0093] Three examples of a configuration of transac-
tion data which allows management apparatuses 10A
and others to manage the new version of the software
will now be illustrated.
[0094] FIG. 7 is a diagram illustrating transaction data
40 as a first example of the transaction data according
to the present embodiment. Transaction data 40 is an
example where the first information on the first version
of software includes the version number of the first ver-
sion and the second information on the second version
of software includes a hash value of the second version
and the version number of the second version.
[0095] As illustrated in FIG. 7, transaction data 40 in-
cludes software developer ID 41, URL 42, new version
number 43, base version number 44, hash value 45 of
the new version, and signature 46.
[0096] Software developer ID 41 is the identification
information of the software developer who has developed
the new version to be newly managed according to trans-
action data 40.
[0097] URL 42 is an URL indicating the location where
the new version to be newly managed according to trans-
action data 40 is stored. URL 42 indicates the location in
memory device 34 of storage server 30 where the soft-
ware of the new version is stored.
[0098] New version number 43 is a version number of
the new version to be newly managed according to trans-
action data 40.
[0099] Base version number 44 is a version number of
the version (also referred to as base version) underlying
the new version to be newly managed according to trans-
action data 40.
[0100] Hash value 45 of the new version is a hash value
obtained through a hash operation performed on all the
programs of the new version to be newly managed ac-
cording to transaction data 40 or predetermined part of
the programs.
[0101] Signature 46 is an electronic signature gener-
ated from the information included in transaction data 40
through encryption with the private key of the software
developer. Specifically, signature 46 is a value obtained
as follows: A hash value is obtained by performing a hash
operation on the information including software develop-
er ID 41, URL 42, new version number 43, base version
number 44, and hash value 45 of the new version, and
is encrypted with the private key of the software devel-
oper.
[0102] FIG. 8 is a diagram illustrating transaction data
50 as a second example of the transaction data according
to the present embodiment. Transaction data 50 is an
example where the first information on the first version
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of software includes the hash value of the first version of
the software and the second information on the second
version of the software includes the hash value of the
second version of the software.
[0103] As illustrated in FIG. 8, transaction data 50 in-
cludes software developer ID 51, URL 52, hash value 53
of the new version, hash value 54 of the base version,
and signature 55.
[0104] Software developer ID 51 and URL 52 are the
same as those in transaction data 40.
[0105] Hash value 53 of the new version is a hash value
obtained by the hash operation performed on all the pro-
grams of the new version of the software to be newly
managed according to transaction data 50 or predeter-
mined part of the programs.
[0106] Hash value 54 of the base version is a hash
value obtained by the hash operation performed on all
the programs of the base version of the software under-
lying the new version of the software to be newly man-
aged according to transaction data 50 or predetermined
part of the programs.
[0107] Signature 55 is an electronic signature gener-
ated from the information included in transaction data 50
through encryption with the private key of the software
developer. Specifically, signature 55 is a value obtained
as follows: A hash value is obtained by performing a hash
operation on the information including software develop-
er ID 51, URL 52, hash value 53 of the new version, and
hash value 54 of the base version, and is encrypted with
the private key of the software developer.
[0108] FIG. 9 is a diagram illustrating transaction data
60 as a third example of the transaction data according
to the present embodiment. Transaction data 60 is an
example where the first information on the first version
of software includes the hash value of the first version of
the software, and the second information on the second
version of the software includes the hash value of the
difference between the first version of the software and
the second version thereof.
[0109] As illustrated in FIG. 9, transaction data 60 in-
cludes software developer ID 61, URL 62, hash value 63
of the difference, hash value 64 of the base version, and
signature 65.
[0110] Software developer ID 61 and URL 62 are the
same as those in transaction data 40.
[0111] Hash value 63 of the difference is a hash value
of the difference between a new version of the program
to be newly managed according to transaction data 60
and a base version of the program underlying the devel-
opment of the new version.
[0112] Hash value 64 of the base version is a hash
value obtained through a hash operation performed on
all the programs in the new version of the software to be
newly managed according to transaction data 60 or pre-
determined part of the programs.
[0113] Signature 65 is an electronic signature gener-
ated from the information included in transaction data 60
through encryption with the private key of the software

developer. Specifically, signature 65 is a value obtained
as follows: A hash value is obtained by performing a hash
operation on the information including software develop-
er ID 61, URL 62, hash value 63 of the difference, and
hash value 64 of the base version, and is encrypted with
the private key of the software developer.
[0114] The transaction data stored in blockchain 15
will now be described.
[0115] FIG. 10 is a diagram illustrating an example of
the transaction data stored in blockchain 15 according
to the present embodiment. FIG. 10 is specifically trans-
action data managed with blockchain 15 by management
apparatuses 10A and others. One entry (one row) shown
in FIG. 10 corresponds to one piece of transaction data.
The data located in a lower portion of FIG. 10 is newer
transaction data.
[0116] As illustrated in FIG. 10, each piece of transac-
tion data includes the URL, the new version number, the
base version number, and the software developer ID of
each version of the software. The information in the trans-
action data illustrated in FIG. 10 corresponds to the in-
formation included in transaction data 40 illustrated in
FIG. 7.
[0117] As illustrated in FIG. 10, blockchain 15 stores
the information on the early versions of the software from
the current point of time. Specifically, blockchain 15
stores the information indicating that versions 1.A1, 1.A2,
and 1.A3 are developed from version 1 and that versions
1.B1 and 1.B2 are developed from version 1.
[0118] The information on the early versions of the soft-
ware from the current point of time is managed by man-
agement apparatus 10A so as to prevent falsification,
because the blockchain is difficult to falsify.
[0119] Processing of management system 1 will now
be described.
[0120] FIGs. 11 and 12 are sequence diagrams illus-
trating first and second processings in management sys-
tem 1 according to the present embodiment, respectively.
FIGs. 11 and 12 illustrate a series of processing from the
development of the new version of the software by de-
velopment apparatus 20A to the management of the de-
veloped version of the software by management appa-
ratuses 10A and others.
[0121] As illustrated in FIG. 11, in step S121, a new
version of the software is completed by development ap-
paratus 20A.
[0122] In step S122, development apparatus 20A
transmits the new version of the software developed in
step S121 to storage server 30 to store the new version
of the software in storage server 30.
[0123] In step S131, storage server 30 receives the
new version of the software transmitted from develop-
ment apparatus 20A, and stores it in memory device 34.
[0124] In step S132, storage server 30 publishes an
URL indicating the location of the new version of the soft-
ware stored in step S131. Storage server 30 then trans-
mits the published URL to development apparatus 20A.
The URL can be transmitted as a reply to the software
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received in step S122.
[0125] In step S123, development apparatus 20A gen-
erates a request to issue a new version number (also
referred to as new number), and transmits it to manage-
ment apparatus 10A. Here, the request to issue a new
version number is communication data for requesting the
issuing of a new number to be assigned to the new ver-
sion of the software (i.e., the new version number) to
management apparatus 10A. The request includes at
least the base version number.
[0126] In step S111, management apparatus 10A re-
ceives the request transmitted in step S123, and deter-
mines whether the base version included in the request
is stored in blockchain 15 managed by management ap-
paratus 10A. In the case where management apparatus
10A determines that the base version is stored in block-
chain 15 (Yes in step S111), the processing goes to step
S112.
[0127] In the case where management apparatus 10A
determines that the base version is not stored in block-
chain 15 (not illustrated), management apparatus 10A
executes predetermined error processing (such as
processing to transmit a notification indicating the failure
of the issuing of the new number to development appa-
ratus 20A), and terminates the processing. In this case,
management apparatus 10A may terminate the process-
ing without performing any processing. Management ap-
paratus 10A determines that the base version is not
stored in blockchain 15, for example, when management
apparatuses 10A and others are caused to manage a
version of software not managed by management appa-
ratuses 10A and others.
[0128] In step S112, management apparatus 10A is-
sues the version number of the new version.
[0129] Referring to FIG. 12, in step S113, management
apparatus 10A notifies development apparatus 20A of
the version number of the new version issued in step
S112. The notification of the version number of the new
version can be transmitted as a reply to the request to
issue the new version number in step S123.
[0130] In step S124, transaction data for writing the
new version in blockchain 15 is generated, and is trans-
mitted to management apparatus 10A. This transaction
data includes the new version number transmitted in step
S113 or the information calculated using this new version
number.
[0131] In step S114, management apparatus 10A val-
idates the transaction data transmitted by development
apparatus 20A in step S124. Here, assume that it is de-
termined as a result of validation of the transaction data
that the transaction data is legitimate.
[0132] In step S115, management apparatus 10A
transmits the transaction data to management appara-
tuses 10B and 10C. The block including the transaction
data is stored in blockchain 15 through execution of the
consensus algorithm by management apparatuses 10A
and others. Thus, the information on the new version of
the software developed by the software developer, more

specifically, the software developer ID and the version
number are stored in blockchain 15, obstructing the fal-
sification of the information after the storage thereof.
[0133] In the case where the validation of the transac-
tion data is failed in step S114, that is, it is validated that
the transaction data is not legitimate, development ap-
paratus 20A may be notified of this failure. By this notifi-
cation, the software developer can recognize and treat
the failure. This notification does not need to be per-
formed.
[0134] Management apparatus 10A may store the soft-
ware itself in blockchain 15, and manage the software.
Such an operation is more useful because not only the
information on the version but also the software can be
managed while the falsification of the software itself is
also prevented. To do so, development apparatus 20A
may generate the transaction data including the software
itself (i.e., the program codes of the software), and trans-
mit the transaction data to management apparatus 10A.
Management apparatus 10A may store the received
transaction data in blockchain 15.
[0135] Although development apparatus 20A has been
described as one example of an apparatus connected to
management apparatus 10A through a network, any ap-
paratus other than development apparatus 20A may be
used. For example, an apparatus used by an outside
contractor of the software developer may also be the ap-
paratus connected to management apparatus 10A
through a network. The description above also applies
to this case by replacing the "software developer" in the
description above with the "outside contractor of the soft-
ware developer".
[0136] As above, in the management method accord-
ing to the present embodiment, the information on the
software developer who has updated the version of the
software is managed by the distributed ledger. The dis-
tributed ledger is advantageous in obstructing the falsi-
fication of the possessed information and in reducing in-
fluences by the system failures. Accordingly, the man-
agement method can prevent the falsification of the in-
formation under management.
[0137] Moreover, the version number of the new ver-
sion is issued, and the information on the software de-
veloper of the new version is managed in correspond-
ence with the issued version number. Failures such as
duplication of the version number may occur when the
version number is assigned by an apparatus different
from the version management system. The management
method according to the present disclosure can prevent
such failures of the version number and prevent the fal-
sification of the information under management.
[0138] The prevention in falsification of the information
under management can be further facilitated using the
version number of the first version, the hash value of the
second version, and the version number of the second
version.
[0139] The prevention in falsification of the information
under management can be further facilitated using the
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hash value of the first version and the hash value of the
second version.
[0140] The prevention in falsification of the information
under management can be further facilitated using the
hash value of the first version and the hash value of the
difference between the first version and the second ver-
sion.
[0141] Moreover, the information indicating the loca-
tion where the software of the second version is stored
is stored in the distributed ledger together with the infor-
mation on the software developer. Accordingly, further,
the falsification of the information under management
can be prevented while the falsification of the information
on the location where the second version is stored is also
prevented.
[0142] Moreover, a token is provided to the software
developer of the new version based on the transaction
data so far. Because the falsification of the transaction
data stored in the distributed ledger is difficult, provision
of the tokens to an inappropriate person who spoofs the
software developer can be prevented. Thus, the falsifi-
cation of the information under management can be pre-
vented, preventing inappropriate provision of the tokens.
[0143] Moreover, the prevention in falsification of the
information under management can be further facilitated
by using blockchains as distributed ledgers by manage-
ment apparatuses.

(Embodiment 2)

[0144] In the present embodiment, a management
method for software versions will be described, which
prevents the falsification of the information under man-
agement. In particular, a technique of managing versions
using different blockchains before and after major version
upgrade of software during the major version upgrade
will be described.
[0145] Here, the major version upgrade usually indi-
cates version upgrade where a base version is subjected
to relatively large modification or addition of functions. In
contrast, the version upgrade from the first version to the
second version described in Embodiment 1 is version
upgrade where relatively small modification or addition
of functions is performed, and is usually also referred to
as minor version upgrade. The major version upgrade is
performed based on a decision by Z Company, for ex-
ample.
[0146] FIG. 13 is a diagram illustrating branching of
the version series according to the present embodiment.
[0147] Version 1 illustrated in FIG. 13 (represented as
"Ver1" in FIG. 13) corresponds to the version of the soft-
ware according to Embodiment 1. Here, the community
of the software developer who has developed the soft-
ware is referred to as "community of version 1".
[0148] When the major version upgrade is performed
in the development of software, copies of series 1 devel-
oped in the community of version 1 are partially or entirely
used as series 2 which is a new version series. At this

time, a series of versions including at least the latest ver-
sion of series 1 of the versions developed by the com-
munity of version 1 is used as series 2. A version series
including all the versions of the version series developed
by the community of version 1 may be used.
[0149] Such generation of a new series 2 from part of
or entire series 1 is referred to as "branching of the se-
ries". In other words, the branching means generation of
a new series 2 from part of or entire series 1.
[0150] Software developers belonging to the commu-
nity of version 2 perform development based on the first
version of series 2 ("Ver2" in FIG. 13) to generate a variety
of version series. FIG. 13 illustrates that based on version
2 of the software, software developer F develops and
generates version 2.F1, and software developer G de-
velops and generates version 2.G1. Furthermore, ver-
sion 2.F2 is developed from version 2.F1.
[0151] FIG. 14 is a diagram illustrating a configuration
of management system 2 according to the present em-
bodiment.
[0152] As illustrated in FIG. 14, management system
2 includes management apparatuses 10D, 10E, and 10F,
development apparatuses 20A and others, storage serv-
er 30, and control apparatus 70. Development appara-
tuses 20A and others and storage server 30 are the same
as those in Embodiment 1, and their description will be
omitted.
[0153] Control apparatus 70 controls and causes man-
agement apparatuses 10D and others to branch the ver-
sion series. Control apparatus 70 specifically transmits,
as the control, communication data including an instruc-
tion to branch the version series. This communication
data can be transmitted based on an operation performed
on control apparatus 70 by a user.
[0154] Similarly to management apparatuses 10A and
others in Embodiment 1, management apparatuses 10D,
10E, and 10F (also referred to as 10D and others) man-
age the version information using computers. Manage-
ment apparatuses 10D and others have the functions
equivalent to those of management apparatuses 10A and
others, and further have a function to create the branch
of the version series based on the branching instruction
transmitted from control apparatus 70.
[0155] FIG. 15 is a block diagram illustrating a config-
uration of control apparatus 70 according to the present
embodiment.
[0156] As illustrated in FIG. 15, control apparatus 70
includes communicator 71 and branch instructor 72.
[0157] Communicator 71 is a communication interface
device connected to network N. Control apparatus 70
can communicate with management apparatus 10D
through communicator 71. The functions included in con-
trol apparatus 70 can be implemented by a processor
which executes a predetermined program using a mem-
ory.
[0158] Branching instructor 72 is a processor which
transmits an instruction (branching instruction) to cause
management apparatus 10D to branch the series through
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communicator 71. The branching instruction includes at
least information for specifying the underlying version se-
ries for the branching.
[0159] FIG. 16 is a block diagram illustrating a config-
uration of management apparatus 10D according to the
present embodiment.
[0160] As illustrated in FIG. 16, management appara-
tus 10D includes communicator 11, number manager 12,
transaction validator 13, and ledger manager 14A. The
functions included in management apparatus 10D may
be implemented by a processor which executes a pre-
determined program using a memory.
[0161] Unlike management apparatus 10A in Embod-
iment 1, management apparatus 10D includes ledger
manager 14A. Ledger manager 14A will now be mainly
described.
[0162] Ledger manager 14A includes brancher 17. In
addition to blockchain 15, ledger manager 14A may in-
clude blockchain 15A.
[0163] Brancher 17 is a processor which branches the
version series of the software to create a new series.
Brancher 17 receives the communication data including
the branching instruction transmitted by control appara-
tus 70 through communicator 11, and creates the branch
of the version series of the software in response to the
reception of the communication data. At this time,
brancher 17 branches the version series by generating
blockchain 15A. Blockchain 15A corresponds to the new
version series which possesses copies of one or more
versions including at least the latest version in blockchain
15 corresponding to the version series subjected to ver-
sion upgrade.
[0164] After branching of the version series, transac-
tion validator 13, when receiving the transaction data,
specifies whether the transaction data is derived from
the first version series or the second version series, and
stores the received transaction data in the distributed
ledger corresponding to the version series corresponding
to the specified transaction data among the first version
series and the second version series.
[0165] Blockchains 15 and 15A managed by ledger
manager 14A according to the present embodiment will
now be described.
[0166] FIGs. 17 and 18 are diagrams illustrating trans-
action data stored in blockchains 15 and 15A according
to the present embodiment. Specifically, the transaction
data illustrated in FIG. 17 is stored in blockchain 15 cor-
responding to series 1 which is the version series includ-
ing version 1. The transaction data illustrated in FIG. 18
is stored in blockchain 15A corresponding to series 2
which is the version series including version 2.
[0167] As illustrated in FIG. 17, similarly to blockchain
15 illustrated in FIG. 10, the transaction data included in
blockchain 15 corresponding to series 1 includes the
URLs, new version numbers, base version numbers, and
software developer IDs of all the versions of the software.
Specifically, blockchain 15 includes the information
above on versions 1.A1, 1.A2, and 1.B1.

[0168] As illustrated in FIG. 18, similarly to blockchain
15 included in FIG. 10, the transaction data included in
blockchain 15A corresponding to series 2 includes the
URLs, new version numbers, base version numbers, and
software developer IDs of all the versions of the software.
Specifically, blockchain 15A includes the information
above on versions 2.D1, 2.D2, and 2.E1.
[0169] Processing of management system 2 will now
be described.
[0170] FIG. 19 is a sequence diagram illustrating
processing in management system 2 according to the
present embodiment.
[0171] As illustrated in FIG. 19, when Z Company de-
cides to branch the version series in step S271, control
apparatus 70 generates communication data including a
branching instruction, and transmits it to management
apparatus 10D.
[0172] In step S211, when receiving the branching in-
struction transmitted in step S271, management appa-
ratus 10D generates transaction data for generating a
blockchain corresponding to a new version series (cor-
responding to blockchain 15A in FIG. 16).
[0173] In step S212, management apparatus 10D
transmits the transaction data generated in step S211 to
management apparatuses 10E and 10F. A block includ-
ing the transaction data is then stored in a blockchain
through execution of a consensus algorithm by manage-
ment apparatuses 10D and others. Thereby, the infor-
mation on the new version of the software corresponding
to the new version series, more specifically, the software
developer ID and the version number are stored in the
blockchains, obstructing the falsification of the informa-
tion after the storage thereof.
[0174] Management of the new version when block-
chains corresponding to several version series are man-
aged by management apparatuses 10D and others will
now be described.
[0175] FIG. 20 is a diagram illustrating transaction data
40A, which is an example of the transaction data accord-
ing to the present embodiment.
[0176] Transaction data 40A includes transaction data
40 illustrated in FIG. 7, and further includes series
number 43A.
[0177] Series number 43A is the information indicating
the series of the new version to be newly managed ac-
cording to transaction data 40A.
[0178] Signature 46 is an electronic signature gener-
ated from the information included in transaction data
40A through encryption with the private key of the soft-
ware developer. The information underlying the genera-
tion of signature 46 also includes series number 43A in
addition to the information underlying the generation of
signature 46 in FIG. 7.
[0179] In the case where several series are present,
development apparatus 20A transmits transaction data
40A to management apparatus 10D, where transaction
data 40A includes series number 43A indicating the se-
ries to which the new version of the software belongs.
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When receiving transaction data 40A, management ap-
paratus 10D obtains the series number included in trans-
action data 40A received, and stores transaction data
40A in the blockchain corresponding to the series
number.
[0180] FIG. 21 is a flowchart illustrating processing per-
formed on the version series included in the consensus
algorithm according to the present embodiment. The
processing illustrated in FIG. 21 is included in the con-
sensus algorithm in step S115 of FIG. 12.
[0181] In step S141, management apparatus 10D ob-
tains the series number included in transaction data 40A
received.
[0182] In step S142, management apparatus 10D
specifies the blockchain corresponding to the series
number obtained in step S141 among the blockchains
managed by ledger manager 14A.
[0183] In step S143, the consensus algorithm is exe-
cuted on the blockchain specified in step S142 between
management apparatus 10D and management appara-
tuses 10E and 10F. Thereby, transaction data 40A re-
ceived is stored in the blockchain specified in step S142.
[0184] Thus, the transaction data is stored in the block-
chain corresponding to the series number specified by
development apparatus 20A.
[0185] As above, the management method according
to the present embodiment manages the distributed ledg-
ers corresponding to several version series, and gener-
ates a distributed ledger corresponding to a new series
during branching of the version series. When a large
number of version upgrades are performed in one series,
the information corresponding to those version upgrades
may be obtained when the information such as the history
of version upgrade is obtained, increasing the processing
load. In such a case, the version series is branched, and
the new version series is managed by the new distributed
ledger, thereby reducing the information such as the his-
tory of version upgrade and preventing the increase in
processing load.
[0186] When several version series are managed by
several distributed ledgers, the version series to which
the transaction data belongs can be specified, and the
transaction data can be managed by its appropriate dis-
tributed ledger.

(Embodiment 3)

[0187] In the present embodiment, a management
method for software versions will be described, which
prevents the falsification of the information under man-
agement. In particular, a technique of managing versions
so as to stop use of the version series of the software
will be described. Stop of use of the version series is also
referred to as removal of the version series.
[0188] FIG. 22 is a diagram illustrating removal of a
version series according to the present embodiment.
[0189] Ver1 and Ver2 illustrated in FIG. 22 correspond
to the versions of software according to Embodiment 2,

respectively.
[0190] In the development of software, use of relatively
old version series of the program is stopped, that is, those
are removed because relatively new version series there-
of are generated. The removed version series are con-
trolled such that the version upgrade of the program after
the removal is prohibited. The removed version series
may be further controlled such that the software of the
versions included in the removed series is prohibited from
being provided to users after the removal of the version
series.
[0191] Specifically, as illustrated in FIG. 22, assume
that series 1 is removed when the latest version 1.A3 of
the version series of version 1.A and the latest version
1.B2 of the version series of version 1.B are present.
Then, the registration of the next version 1.A4 (not illus-
trated) which may be included in the version series of
version 1.A or the next version 1.B3 (not illustrated) which
may be included in the version series of version 1.B is
prohibited, for example. In addition, the software of the
series of version 1, version 1.A, and version 1.B is pro-
hibited from being provided to users after the removal of
series 1.
[0192] Management system 2 according to the present
embodiment is similar to management system 2 in Em-
bodiment 2, and has functions of the control apparatus
and the management apparatus, some of which are dif-
ferent from those in management system 2 in Embodi-
ment 2. Specifically, management system 2 according
to the present embodiment includes control apparatus
70A, and management apparatuses 10G, 10H, and 101
(also referred to as 10G and others). Control apparatus
70A and management apparatus 10G according to the
present embodiment will now be described in detail.
[0193] FIG. 23 is a block diagram illustrating a config-
uration of control apparatus 70A according to the present
embodiment.
[0194] As illustrated in FIG. 23, control apparatus 70A
includes communicator 71 and transaction generator 73.
Control apparatus 70A may include branch instructor 72
as in control apparatus 70 according to Embodiment 2.
[0195] Communicator 71 is the same as communicator
71 included in control apparatus 70A according to Em-
bodiment 2.
[0196] Transaction generator 73 is a processor which
generates transaction data indicating the removal of the
version series. Transaction generator 73 transmits the
generated transaction data to management apparatus
10G. The transaction data includes at least a series
number as specification information which can specify
the version series to be removed.
[0197] FIG. 24 is a block diagram illustrating a config-
uration of management apparatus 10G according to the
present embodiment.
[0198] As illustrated in FIG. 24, management appara-
tus 10G includes communicator 11, number manager 12,
transaction validator 13, ledger manager 14A, and re-
mover 18. Management apparatus 10G may include
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state manager 19. The functions included in manage-
ment apparatus 10G may be implemented by a processor
which executes a predetermined program using a mem-
ory.
[0199] Unlike management apparatus 10A in Embod-
iment 1 and management apparatus 10D in Embodiment
2, management apparatus 10G may include remover 18
and state manager 19. Remover 18 and state manager
19 will now be mainly described.
[0200] Remover 18 is a processor which stores a block
in a blockchain corresponding to the version series to be
removed, the block including information indicating the
removal of the version series. Remover 18 receives the
transaction data transmitted from control apparatus 70A,
the transaction data indicating the removal of the version
series. Remover 18 stores the transaction data in the
blockchain corresponding to the version series specified
by the series number included in the received transaction
data.
[0201] State manager 19 is a processor which manag-
es the information indicating whether the version series
are operated or removed. State manager 19 possesses
the information indicating that the version series man-
aged by management apparatus 10G are operated or
removed. When remover 18 stores the transaction data
to remove the version series in the blockchain, state man-
ager 19 changes the state of the version series from op-
erated to removed. State manager 19 is not an essential
configuration.
[0202] FIG. 25 is a diagram illustrating transaction data
80 as an example of the transaction data according to
the present embodiment.
[0203] As illustrated in FIG. 25, transaction data 80 in-
cludes series number 81, removal information 82, and
signature 83.
[0204] Series number 81 is the information for speci-
fying the version series to be removed according to trans-
action data 80.
[0205] Removal information 82 is the information indi-
cating that transaction data 80 means the removal of the
version series.
[0206] Signature 83 is an electronic signature gener-
ated from the information included in transaction data 80
through encryption with the private key of control appa-
ratus 70A. Specifically, signature 83 is a value obtained
as follows: A hash value is obtained by performing a hash
operation on the information including series number 81
and removal information 82, and is encrypted with the
private key of control apparatus 70A.
[0207] FIG. 26 is a diagram illustrating the transaction
data stored in a blockchain according to the present em-
bodiment. Specifically, the transaction data illustrated in
FIG. 26 is blockchain 15 corresponding to the version
series of version 1.
[0208] As illustrated in FIG. 26, similarly to blockchain
15 included in FIG. 10, the transaction data included in
blockchain 15 corresponding to the version series of ver-
sion 1 includes the URLs, new version numbers, base

version numbers, and software developer IDs of the ver-
sions of the software. Specifically, blockchain 15 includes
the information above on versions 1.A1, 1.A2, and 1.B1.
[0209] Transaction data 91 included in blockchain 15
is the transaction data for removing version series 1A.
Transaction data 92 included in blockchain 15 is the
transaction data for removing version series 1B.
[0210] FIG. 27 is a diagram illustrating state table T1
indicating the state information managed by state man-
ager 19 according to the present embodiment.
[0211] As illustrated in FIG. 27, state table T1 has the
information indicating the states of version series 1A and
IB. FIG. 27 illustrates that version series 1A is removed
and version series 1B is operated. This corresponds to
the case where ledger manager 14A possesses the
blockchains corresponding to the series of version 1 and
that of version 2, the series of version 1 is removed, and
the series of version 2 is operated.
[0212] Processing of management system 2 will now
be described.
[0213] FIG. 28 is a sequence diagram illustrating
processing in management system 2 according to the
present embodiment.
[0214] As illustrated in FIG. 28, in step S371, control
apparatus 70A generates the transaction data to remove
the version series, and transmits it to management ap-
paratus 10G.
[0215] In step S311, management apparatus 10G re-
ceives the transaction data transmitted in step S371, and
validates the received transaction data. The transaction
data is validated with the information included in the
transaction data and the public key of control apparatus
70A. Here, assume that as a result of the validation of
the transaction data, it is determined that the transaction
data is legitimate.
[0216] In step S312, management apparatus 10G
transmits the transaction data generated in step S312 to
management apparatuses 10H and 101. A block includ-
ing the transaction data is stored in a blockchain through
execution of the consensus algorithm by management
apparatus 10G and others. Thereby, the information in-
dicating the removal of the version series is stored in the
blockchain, obstructing the falsification thereafter. There-
after, connection of the block to the blockchain corre-
sponding to the removed version series is then prohibit-
ed, and the software included in the removed version
series is also prohibited from being provided.
[0217] In the case where the validation of the transac-
tion data is failed in step S311, that is, it is validated that
the transaction data is not legitimate, control apparatus
70A may be notified of this failure. By this notification,
the operator of control apparatus 70A can recognize and
treat the failure. This notification does not need to be
performed.
[0218] When receiving a request to issue a new version
number from development apparatus 20A on the version
series already removed, management apparatus 10G
may transmit a notification indicating that the version se-
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ries is already removed. Alternatively, when manage-
ment apparatus 10G removes the version series, token
manager 16 may provide a token to the software devel-
oper of the version included in the removed version se-
ries. This token means a reward or an advance payment.
[0219] The blockchain in the embodiments above will
be complementally described.
[0220] FIG. 29 is a diagram illustrating a data structure
of the blockchain.
[0221] The blockchain is composed of blocks (record-
ing unit) connected on a chain. One block has pieces of
transaction data and the hash value of a block immedi-
ately before the one block. Specifically, block B2 includes
the hash value of block B1 immediately before block B2.
The hash value obtained from an arithmetic operation
performed on the pieces of transaction data included in
block B2 and the hash value of block B1 is included in
block B3 as the hash value of block B2. Thus, the blocks
are connected into a chain while the contents of the pre-
vious blocks are included as hash values, thereby effec-
tively preventing the falsification of the recorded trans-
action data.
[0222] Any change in the transaction data in the past
will result in a hash value of the block different from that
before the change. To look the falsified block legitimate,
all the blocks thereafter should be regenerated. This re-
generation is very difficult in reality. Such properties en-
sure the difficulties in falsification of the blockchain.
[0223] FIG. 30 is a diagram illustrating a data structure
of the transaction data.
[0224] The transaction data illustrated in FIG. 30 in-
cludes transaction body P1 and electronic signature P2.
Transaction body P1 is a body of data included in the
transaction data. Electronic signature P2 is generated by
signing on the hash value of transaction body P1 with
the signature key of the creator of the transaction data,
more specifically, encrypting the hash value with the pri-
vate key of the creator.
[0225] Because the transaction data has electronic
signature P2, the falsification is substantially impossible.
Thus, electronic signature P2 prevents the falsification
of the transaction body.
[0226] As described above, in the management meth-
od according to the present embodiment, the version se-
ries can be appropriately removed using the predeter-
mined transaction data. Accordingly, the prevention in
falsification of the information under management can
be further facilitated while the removal of the version se-
ries is further implemented.
[0227] In the embodiments above, the components
may be implemented as dedicated hardware, or may be
implemented by executing software programs suitable
for the components. The components each may be im-
plemented by a program executer, such as a CPU or a
processor, which reads and executes the software pro-
gram recorded on a recording medium, such as a hard
disk or a semiconductor memory. Here, the management
apparatus and the like in the embodiments are imple-

mented with the following software program.
[0228] That is, this program is a program causing a
computer to execute a management method for software
versions to be executed by a version management sys-
tem. The version management system includes manage-
ment apparatuses having distributed ledgers. The man-
agement method includes receiving, by a first manage-
ment apparatus among the management apparatuses,
transaction data from an apparatus connected through
a network to the first management apparatus, the trans-
action data including first information on a first version of
software, second information on a second version of the
software subjected to version upgrade from the first ver-
sion by a software developer, identification information
of the software developer, and an electronic signature;
validating, by the first management apparatus, legitimacy
of the transaction data using the electronic signature in-
cluded in the transaction data received; and storing, by
each of the management apparatuses, the transaction
data in a corresponding distributed ledger among the dis-
tributed ledgers when the transaction data is legitimate.
[0229] Although the management methods according
to one or more aspects have been described based on
the embodiments, these embodiments should not be
construed as limitation to the present disclosure. A vari-
ety of modifications of the present embodiments con-
ceived by persons skilled in the art and embodiments in
combination with components in different embodiments
may also be included in the scope of one or more aspects
without departing from the gist of the present disclosure.
[0230] Although the present invention has been de-
scribed and illustrated in detail, it is clearly understood
that the same is by way of example only and is not to be
taken by way of limitation, the scope of the present in-
vention being limited only by the terms of the appended
claims.

INDUSTRIAL APPLICABILITY

[0231] The present disclosure is a management meth-
od for software versions, and can be used in a manage-
ment system which prevents falsification of information
under management.

REFERENCE SIGNS LIST

[0232]

1, 2 management system
10A, 10B, 10C, 10D, 10E, 10F, 10G, 10H, 101 man-
agement apparatus
11, 21, 31, 71 communicator
12 number manager
13 transaction validator
14, 14A ledger manager
15, 15A blockchain
16 token manager
17 brancher
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18 remover
19 state manager
20A, 20B, 20C development apparatus
22 developer
23, 73 transaction generator
24, 34 memory device
30 storage server
32 storage
33 publisher
40, 40A, 50, 60, 80, 91, 92 transaction data
41, 51, 61 software developer ID
42, 52, 62 URL
43 new version number
43A, 81 series number
44 base version number
45, 53 hash value of new version
46, 55, 65, 83 signature
54, 64 hash value of base version
63 hash value of difference
70, 70A control apparatus
72 branching instructor
82 removal information
B1, B2, B3 block
N network
T1 state table
P1 transaction body
P2 electronic signature

Claims

1. A management method for software versions, the
management method to be executed by a version
management system, the management method
comprising:

receiving, by a first management apparatus
among management apparatuses which are in-
cluded in the version management system and
have distributed ledgers, transaction data from
an apparatus connected through a network to
the first management apparatus, the transaction
data including first information on a first version
of software, second information on a second ver-
sion of the software subjected to version up-
grade from the first version by a software devel-
oper, identification information of the software
developer, and an electronic signature;
validating, by the first management apparatus,
legitimacy of the transaction data using the elec-
tronic signature included in the transaction data
received; and
storing, by each of the management apparatus-
es, the transaction data in a corresponding dis-
tributed ledger among the distributed ledgers
when the transaction data is legitimate.

2. The management method according to claim 1,

wherein the second information includes a version
number of the second version, and
the management method further comprises:

transmitting a new version number to the appa-
ratus as the version number of the second ver-
sion when a request to issue the version number
of the second version has been received from
the apparatus before the receiving; and
receiving transaction data including, as the sec-
ond information, the new version number trans-
mitted to the apparatus in the receiving.

3. The management method according to claim 1 or 2,
wherein the first information includes a version
number of the first version, and
the second information includes a hash value of the
second version and the version number of the sec-
ond version.

4. The management method according to claim 1 or 2,
wherein the first information includes a hash value
of the first version, and
the second information includes a hash value of the
second version.

5. The management method according to claim 1 or 2,
wherein the first information includes a hash value
of the first version, and
the second information includes a hash value of a
difference between the first version and the second
version.

6. The management method according to any one of
claims 1 to 5,
wherein the apparatus possesses location informa-
tion indicating a location where the second version
is stored, and
in the management method,
transaction data including the location information is
received in the receiving.

7. The management method according to any one of
claims 1 to 6,
wherein when a second version series of the soft-
ware is branched from a first version series of the
software,
a new distributed ledger having one or more versions
including at least a latest version of the first version
series as one or more versions of the second version
series is generated, and the management appara-
tuses have the new distributed ledger.

8. The management method according to claim 7,
wherein in the receiving, it is specified whether the
transaction data is derived from the first version se-
ries or the second version series, and
the transaction data received is stored in a distribut-
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ed ledger corresponding to a version series corre-
sponding to the transaction data specified, among
the first version series and the second version series.

9. The management method according to any one of
claims 1 to 8, further comprising:
generating transaction data indicating removal of
one version series when removing the one version
series, and storing the transaction data generated in
a distributed ledger corresponding to the one version
series.

10. The management method according to any one of
claims 1 to 9, further comprising:
providing a token to the software developer with ref-
erence to the transaction data stored in the distrib-
uted ledger.

11. The management method according to any one of
claims 1 to 10,
wherein the distributed ledgers are blockchains, and
when the transaction data is legitimate, the manage-
ment apparatuses store the transaction data in the
blockchains.

12. A management apparatus which is a first manage-
ment apparatus among management apparatuses
which are included in a version management system
for managing software versions and have distributed
ledgers, the management apparatus comprising:

a transaction validator which receives transac-
tion data from an apparatus connected through
a network to the first management apparatus,
the transaction data including first information
on a first version of software, second information
on a second version of the software subjected
to version upgrade from the first version by a
software developer, identification information of
the software developer, and an electronic sig-
nature, and validates legitimacy of the transac-
tion data using the electronic signature included
in the transaction data received; and
a ledger manager which stores the transaction
data in the distributed ledgers when the trans-
action data is legitimate.

13. A program for operating a computer as a first man-
agement apparatus among management appara-
tuses which are included in a version management
system for managing software versions and have
distributed ledgers, the program comprising:

receiving transaction data from an apparatus
connected through a network to the first man-
agement apparatus, the transaction data includ-
ing first information on a first version of software,
second information on a second version of the

software subjected to version upgrade from the
first version by a software developer, identifica-
tion information of the software developer, and
an electronic signature;
validating legitimacy of the transaction data us-
ing the electronic signature included in the trans-
action data received; and
storing the transaction data in the distributed
ledgers when the transaction data is legitimate.
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